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Abstract

We present here our design of the SRRC third-harmonic Landau cavity to be operated on the first stage in a passive mode for bunch lengthening so as to increase the Touschek life-time. Its implementation will also be helpful for suppression of the longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities observed in the storage ring of SRRC. The cavity profile was optimized with the 2D code URMEL with the following criteria: (1) maximization of the shunt impedance; (2) minimization of the maximal power flow density on the cavity surface; (3) feasibility of the mechanical constructions. A prototype is now under construction.

1 INTRODUCTION

The storage ring of SRRC, as one of the third generation synchrotron light sources, has routinely operated at 1.3-1.5 GeV since 1993. The beam current lifetime is about 5 hours at 200 mA when the 1.8 Tesla wiggler and the transverse feedback system are on. Such short beam life-time is mainly limited by the Touschek scattering[1]. This limitation can be released by the implementation of a Landau cavity[2], cooperated with the 500 MHz storage ring main RF cavities, to provide a flat profile of the accelerating gap voltage. It can lengthen the bunch and therefore increase the Touschek life-time. Moreover, the Landau damping can be enhanced with Landau cavity. This will be helpful for the suppression of the longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities observed in the storage ring of SRRC. Here, we present our design of the SRRC third harmonic Landau cavity. A prototype is being constructed.

2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The SRRC Landau cavity will be operated in the third harmonic after we considered among the following factors: (1) maximization of the shunt impedance; (2) minimization of the maximal power flow density on the cavity surface subject to the feasibility of the mechanical constructions. We used the definition of shunt impedance \( R_s = \frac{V_c^2}{2P_c} \). Here \( P_c \) is the power dissipated on the cavity surface; \( V_c \) is the effective voltage seen by the electron beam as it travels through the cavity gap. The power flow density \( p_{st} \) is given by \( p_{st} = \frac{1}{2} R_{st} H_{tan}^2 \), where \( R_{st} \) is the surface resistivity expressed as \( R_{st} = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{2\sigma}} \) and is 0.0101\( \Omega \) for the oxygen-free copper (OFC) at 1498.98 MHz at 27\( ^\circ \)C.

2.1 Maximization of the shunt impedance: The optimization of the cavity profiles began from a pill-box cavity with a beam pipe radius of 40 mm. The SRRC standard aluminum vacuum chamber has an elliptical cross-section with a horizontal full axis of 2x40 mm as well as vertical full axis of 2x19 mm. The shunt-impedance \( R_s \) is inverse proportional to the radius of the cavity beam pipe. Moreover, the larger the beam pipe radius, the longer the copper beam pipe is to be required to minimize the reduction of cavity shunt impedance due to field penetration in the aluminum vacuum chamber. A neck with 60 mm diameter for the Landau cavity was then selected in order to compromise between the acceptance reduction and the shunt impedance increment.

A taper of 65 mm was selected for smooth transition of the beam pipe cross-section from a circular one (the neck) with radius of 30 mm to the SRRC standard elliptical vacuum chamber. Such taper has a slope similar to that of the wiggler chamber, and its contribution to the broad-band impedance can be ignored, based on our wiggler experience. With such design, not only the constraint of the available cavity length is fulfilled, but also the fundamental mode of the Landau cavity is fully concentrated in the available longitudinal length of 260 mm.

For simplicity, we assumed that the cavity has a round beam pipe with diameter varied from 60 mm to 80 mm in our 2D modeling. Two optimized cavity profiles are finally available: bell-shape one with and without nose-cone, as shown in Fig. 1 and 2.

The fundamental frequency of the Landau cavity was adjusted to be closed to three times of the storage ring accelerating frequency, i.e., 499.660-499.666 MHz, by slight variation of the cavity height. The profile of the cavity shape with nose-cone shows a decrease of the resonance frequency of the TM_{010}-like fundamental modes. An increment of the shunt impedance of 15% is achieved for the cavity with nose-cone. A simple bell-shape cavity was selected for our application because technically it is more or less easier to construct.

As mentioned above, the cavity taper sections have a full 3D structure, as shown in Fig. 3, which was modeled by the 3D code SOPRANO/OPERA[6]. Because the cavity higher order modes are beyond the cut-off frequency of
Table 1: Calculated results for the proposed cavities with and without nose-cone. The maximal surface power flow density $p_{\text{sur, max}}$ and total dissipated power $P_c$ are at the gap voltage of 250 kV. 3D results for the cavity without nose cone calculated by the code SOPRANO are shows a good agreement with the 2D URMEL results. The simplification of the elliptical taper section (3D-e) by a circular taper section (3D-c) seems to be reasonable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nose cone</th>
<th>freq [MHz]</th>
<th>$R_s$ [MΩ]</th>
<th>$p_{\text{sur, max}}$ [W/cm²]</th>
<th>$P_c$ [kW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td>1499.88</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>41.50</td>
<td>19.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without</td>
<td>1499.78</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>36.15</td>
<td>22.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3D-c)</td>
<td>1504.76</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>37.95</td>
<td>22.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3D-e)</td>
<td>1504.01</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>37.45</td>
<td>22.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: The optimized profile of a 1.5 GHz Landau cavity (with nose-cone). The field pattern of the TM$_{010}$-like mode calculated by the 2D code URMEL is given.

Figure 2: The optimized profile of a 1.5 GHz Landau cavity (without nose cone). The field pattern of the TM$_{010}$-like mode calculated by the 2D code URMEL is given.

Figure 3: A 3D schematic drawing for the 1.5 GHz Landau cavity

The other tuner will have a larger diameter to guarantee a reasonable tuning range for different modes of operation.

2.2 Mechanical tuners: The tuning range should be large enough to compensate the following factors: the frequency shift due to the modeling uncertainty, mechanical tolerance, cavity temperature variation, structure deformation from the vacuum pressure, 3D structure beam pipe, coupling network, pick-up probes, etc. On the other hand, the tuning resolution should be fine enough for the selection of the optimal cavity tuning angle so as to optimize the bunch lengthening percentage. Therefore, two cylindrical mechanical tuners will be implemented, as shown in Fig. 3. For simplicity of numerical modeling, only one tuner was modeled. One of the tuners will be driven by the microstepping motor, and the other is adjusted manually. The motorized tuner will have a small diameter such that the tuning resolution can be improved in a range of 2x500 kHz.

2.3 Thermal loading: Setting the Landau cavity gap voltage at 250 kV, the corresponding maximal power flow densities on the thermal spot are 41.50 and 36.15 W/cm² for the copper cavity with and without nose-cone, respectively. Such thermal spot is compatible for the RF...
cavities for the B-Factory with a maximum power flow density of 33 W/cm$^2$ and with 150 kW dissipation power load[8]. For such a thermal loading, the mechanical design as well as construction for the cavity cooling channels is obviously quite challenging. A numerical connection between the code URMEL and the finite element code ANSYS[7] has been established to verify the feasibility of the mechanical design[4].

2.4 Multipactoring: In addition to the built-in temperature sensors, ion gauges will be mounted on the cavity beam pipes to serve as interlock units to avoid any unexpected break-down or damage of the Landau cavity. The ion gauge is one of the most sensitive detectors to reflect any abnormal operation conditions of the cavity. Such a interlock signal will electronically directly connect to the low-level systems of the main RF systems for the storage ring.

However, an unfavorable situation might be involved due to multipactoring which resulting in a higher vacuum pressure. Basically, the multipactoring may be finally depressed by long-term RF power conditioning. However, the SRRC third harmonic Landau cavity will be first operated in a passive mode. An off-line RF conditioning will be impossible. It will be inconvenient, if there is any multipactoring in between the operating gap voltage range of the Landau cavity up to 250 kV[3]. To be more conservative, a coating of about 100 Angstroms titanium on the cavity inner surface will be applied to decrease the coefficient of secondary electron emission. Besides, it will also decrease the shunt impedance. About 16% of extra reduction on the shunt impedance (1.2 M$\Omega$) was assumed for estimation on the bunch length performance. A setup and procedure for the titanium coating, similar to the one developed by Wisconsin Synchrotron Laboratory, will be adopted[9]. A numerical simulation by using the code TW-TRAJ[10] to predict the possibility of multipactoring is in progress.

2.5 Coupling network: There are some intrinsic disadvantages, if the Landau cavity is operated in the passive mode[11]. Therefore, the Landau cavity will be operated in an active mode in the next step. To avoid long term interference to the machine normal operation, the cavity is designed to be suitable for the operation of both modes. A coupling port will be reserved and terminated by a flange during the period of passive operation. A hole coupler will be selected for the sake of mechanical simplicity. The final size of the coupling hole will be determined experimentally.

2.6 External circuit: Suitable klystrons are available for active operation of the Landau cavity. Either of the Varian tube VKL-7811W with transmitter of VKL-7811ST, original designed for operation at the central frequency of 1.3 GHz, is possible to be modified for the operation at the central frequency of 1.5 GHz with 10 kW, CW output. The RF power will be transported by wave-guide WR650.

3 DISCUSSION

The construction of a prototype third harmonic Landau cavity is in progress at SRRC. Its photograph can be found elsewhere[4]. The cold test measurements for the prototype will be started soon. The Landau cavity is planned to be installed in the summer next year.
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